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Dissecting Awl 

Stainless steel spike in a choice of two different lengths milled aluminium handles. 
Length of spike: 28mm. 
 
T358 Dissecting awl - large   pair 
T359 Dissecting awl - small   pair 
 

The Perfect Loop 

Basic Set 
A 10 piece set comprising 2 solid scalpels, 2 needles,1 seeker, forceps-blunt and 
sharp, scissors-fine and blunt and a fine brush all in a PVC roll.(Needles and seeker in 
wooden handles). 
 
D078 Dissecting set - basic 10 piece  each 
D078/S Dissecting set - 10 piece.loose blades  each 

Dissecting Sets 

Using the ‘Perfect Loop’, you can easily transfer thin sections from the microtome boats 
to grids with a minimum of creasing. The outside diameter of the loop (3mm) is the 
same as the grid. This assists the attraction of the loop to the grid when in water, which 
attach together through the surface tension of the water. Larger 7mm diameter loops 
are available for LM work (large sections). 
 
L138 Perfect loop, EM set   each 

L141 Replacement EM loop only   each 
L142 Perfect loop, EM handle   each 

 

Advanced Set 
A 14 piece set comprising 3 solid scalpels, 2 needles, 1 seeker, 1 section lifter, forceps- 
blunt, sharp and sharp curved, scissors - fine and blunt, 1 section razor and a fine brush 
all in a PVC roll.(Needles and seeker in stainless steel handles). 
 
D190 Dissecting set - advanced 14 piece  each 
D190/S Dissecting set - 14 piece, loose blades  each 
 
Options: 
The S sets have the solid scalpels replaced with Scalpel handles no.3 & 4 and 20 
blades. If blade type is not specified at ordering, TAAB will supply 10 x No.10 and 10 x 
No.22a 

Dissecting Rolls 

A choice of two dissecting rolls both with 13 pockets and tape tie, one is manufactured 
in khaki canvas and the other in PVC with transparent pockets. 
 
T360 Dissecting roll - canvas   each 

T361 Dissecting roll - PVC   each 


